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Abstract

Glancing blows of three interplanetary shocks caused an unexpectedly large magnetic storm on November 4-6, 2023, which was

popular for citizen scientists because of the surprising appearance of the crimson-red auroras world-wide in middle latitudes.

Based on the analysis of the in-situ interplanetary magnetic field data at DSCOVR and STEREO-A, we show that the multi-

step main phase of the magnetic storm is explained by the shock pileup, i.e. slow interplanetary shock was caught up from

behind by the fast one, and the multi-step prolonged recovery phase by the remnant structure associated with the shock pileup.
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Key Points: 13 

 We analyzed the in-situ solar wind data of the glancing blows of three interplanetary 14 

shocks on November 4-6, 2023. 15 

 We identified that the shock pileup region caused the unexpectedly large multi-step 16 

magnetic storm. 17 

 We suggest that the storm recovery was prolonged by lasagna-like remnant structure 18 

associated with the shock pileup. 19 

  20 
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Abstract 21 

Glancing blows of three interplanetary shocks caused an unexpectedly large magnetic storm on 22 

November 4-6, 2023, which was popular for citizen scientists because of the surprising 23 

appearance of the crimson-red auroras world-wide in middle latitudes. Based on the analysis of 24 

the in-situ interplanetary magnetic field data observed at closely located DSCOVR and 25 

STEREO-A, we show that the multi-step main phase of the magnetic storm is explained by the 26 

shock pileup, i.e. slow interplanetary shock was caught up from behind by the fast one, and the 27 

multi-step prolonged recovery phase can be explained by the remnant structure associated with 28 

the shock pileup.  29 

Plain Language Summary 30 

In the modern high-tech society, the importance of predicting magnetic storms is growing and 31 

the high-resolution understanding of the minor and dirty solar wind structures rather than the 32 

textbook picture of beautiful shock-ejecta pair is the urgent issue. We identified that both shock 33 

pileup and the remnant structure are important to evaluate the geo-effectiveness of the glancing 34 

blows of interplanetary shock waves, and to forecast the start and the end of the relevant 35 

magnetic storms especially associated with partial-halo coronal mass ejections.  36 

1 Introduction 37 

It is important to understand the mechanisms to form the strong southward directing 38 

interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) to predict both the start and the end of magnetic storms. The 39 

standard picture to cause the SBZ (southward-directing IMF) is the shock-downstream SBZ 40 

and/or following magnetic-cloud SBZ (Tsurutani et al., 1998; Kataoka and Miyoshi, 2006), 41 

although such a standard picture is not always applicable to many space weather events.  42 

The shock downstream structures have been investigated in detail by Kataoka et al. 43 

(2005) as one of the major drivers of intense magnetic storms and concluded that the planar 44 

magnetic structure (PMS; Nakagawa et al., 1989, Jones et al., 2002) caused by the shock 45 

compression of the ambient solar wind structures is a plausible mechanism. However, in this 46 

modern high-tech society, the importance of higher-resolution understanding of the other 47 

geoeffective structures is growing to predict the actual SBZ pattern. For example, moderate 48 

magnetic storms in February 2022 caused the atmospheric reentry of more than 38 Starlink 49 

satellites (Hapgood et al., 2022; Kataoka et al., 2022), and notified us the importance of the 50 

understanding of the start and the end of minor magnetic storms as driven by non-direct hits of 51 

ejecta, such as related to the flank-side of coronal mass ejections (CMEs) or only glancing blows 52 

of interplanetary shocks.  53 

An unexpectedly large-amplitude magnetic storm occurred on Nov. 4-6, 2023, reaching 54 

the minimum quick-look Dst index of -165 nT at 19-20 UT on Nov. 5. The strong SBZ in the 55 

shock downstream (therefore very high density as well) continues for more than 5 hours from 14 56 

UT to19 UT to drive the storm main phase. This magnetic storm was popular because of many 57 

surprising witness records of crimson-red auroras world-wide in middle latitudes, including the 58 

one from Rikubetsu, Hokkaido, Japan at 36.8 deg. magnetic latitude (L=1.6), as concurrently 59 

occurred with geosynchronous magnetopause crossing (GMC) at 15-18 UT, although only C-60 

class flares occurred at that time. This situation reminded us of the unexpectedly large magnetic 61 

storm on March 17, 2015 when the Japan aurora occurred with the GMC associated with C-class 62 

flares (Kataoka et al., 2015; Bamba et al. 2019).  63 
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Somewhat unique characteristics of this Nov. 4-6, 2023 magnetic storm is the multi-step 64 

main phase and multi-step recovery phase. The cause of the multi-step main phase is obvious. 65 

We can easily identify the shock-downstream SBZ pattern associated with multiple 66 

interplanetary shocks which arrived at 1 AU at close timing, as explained later in detail in 67 

Section 2. The enhanced SBZ disturbance is naturally expected because in general the magnetic 68 

field intensities and density associated with the shock interaction or multiple shocks will be 69 

higher than those associated with the isolated one.  70 

In contrast, the cause of multi-step recovery phase is not obvious. The multiple SBZ 71 

portions in the trailing part of this Nov. 4-6 storm event looked as if repeatedly appeared mini 72 

flux ropes that were separated by directional discontinuities (DDs), that is why we call the 73 

structure as “lasagna” in this paper. The lasagna structure has not been discussed in literature to 74 

the authors knowledge probably because they are just a minor sub-structure associated with 75 

CMEs. We will discuss the cause of the lasagna structure in detail later in Section 2 and 3.  76 

Such a complex solar wind structure is far from the standard text-book picture of shock-77 

cloud pair (e.g., Kataoka and Miyoshi, 2006), and sometimes classified as the complex ejecta 78 

(Burlaga et al. 2001; 2002). Lugaz and Farrugia (2014), for example, successfully explained the 79 

basic characteristics of the complex ejecta, such as short duration of the first CME and the longer 80 

tail than a single CME event, by conducting the magenetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulation of 81 

interacting CMEs. In this paper, we take a different approach to untangle a part of the complex 82 

solar wind structures causing the Nov 4-6 magnetic storm event. We propose a new subcategory 83 

of the geoeffective glancing blows without ejecta, where the shock pileup region and the remnant 84 

structure associated with the shock pileup can explain the start and the end of magnetic storms, 85 

respectively.  86 

  87 
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2 Event overview 88 

 89 

Figure 1. CME0 (left), CME1 (middle), and CME2 (right) which caused the Nov. 4-6, 2023 90 

magnetic storm. The CME speeds are estimated to be 580 km s
-1

, 550 km s
-1

, and 780 km s
-1

, 91 

respectively, using the NICT forecast tool (Shiota and Yashiro, 2021).  92 

 93 

All of the filament eruptions and CMEs as shown in Figure 1 were associated with only 94 

C-class flares. The first arrival of the DD (downstream speed is ~300 km s
-1

), as denoted by DD0 95 

in Figures 2 and 3, were observed by DSCOVR and STEREO-A at ~1200 UT on Nov. 4. Note 96 

that both spacecraft are located at ~1 AU distance from the Sun, and close to the Earth position 97 

in the inner heliosphere. The DD0 can be associated with the filament eruption at ~2200 UT on 98 

Oct. 31 occurred around AR13474 in the Sun’s southern hemisphere. The related CME (CME0) 99 

went to the south with a speed of ~580 km s
-1

. First of all, the “pre-conditioning” made by the 100 

CME0 was important to make the background magnetic field higher than usual.  101 

The origins of the shock 1 (downstream speed and density are ~400 km s
-1

 and >20 /cc), 102 

and shock 2 (downstream speed and density are ~500 km s
-1

 and >40 /cc), as denoted by S1 and 103 

S2 in Figures 2 and 3, are identified to be the partial-halo CMEs; the first CME (CME 1) was 104 

associated with the filament eruption at 0300 UT on Nov. 2 in the northern and eastern 105 

hemispheres, launching toward the north-east at ~550 km s
-1

, while the second CME (CME 2) 106 

was associated with the filament eruption at ~0500 UT on Nov. 3 occurred between AR13472 107 

and AR13473 in the norther and western hemispheres, launching toward the north-west at ~780 108 

km s
-1

. We expected only the glancing blows of the CME-related shocks without direct hits of 109 

the ejecta, i.e., no flux-rope arrivals expected, because they are partial-halo CMEs lanched from 110 

off-center active regions. It was anticipated, however, that the fast CME 2 could catch up the 111 

slow CME 1 at ~1 AU. In this paper, we call the catching-up shock region as the “shock pileup” 112 

region.  113 

 114 
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 115 

Figure 2. DSCOVR magnetic field data. The spacecraft location is GSE (x, y, z) = (243, -10, 25) 116 

RE. Shocks and directional discontinuities are marked by solid and dashed lines, respectively. 117 

Theta is latitude angle, while Phi is the azimuth angle measured from the GSE X axis.  118 

 119 

The weird “lasagna” structure appeared at DSCOVR position, as denoted from DD2 to 120 

DD5 in Figure 2. Such an echoing mini flux rope-like magnetic-field rotations cannot be 121 

explained by the standard text-book picture of the CME-related flux rope. As shown in Figure 3, 122 

the lasagna structure is less clear at STEREO-A position where the magnetic field amplitudes 123 

around the shocks 1 and 2 are weaker and the distance between shocks 1 and 2 are larger, 124 

compared to those at DSCOVR. From these differences between DSCOVR and STEREO-A, we 125 

will discuss later in Section 3 that the appearance and disappearance of the lasagna structure can 126 

be associated with the evolving and less-evolving shock pileup regions.  127 

 128 
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 129 

Figure 3. STEREO-A magnetic field data. The spacecraft location is GSE (x, y, z) = (741, -130 

2267, -12) RE. Shocks and directional discontinuities are marked by solid and dashed lines, 131 

respectively. Note that we plotted -Br, -Bt, Bn components to mimic the GSE X, Y, and Z 132 

components.  133 

 134 

3 Results and Discussions 135 

In this Section, we first apply the minimum variance analysis (MVA) to see the expected 136 

PMS nature in the shock pileup region. We also check if the magnetic field fluctuation of the 137 

trailing lasagna structure followed the PMS nature. Then we apply the helical decomposition 138 

analysis to examine the sense of IMF rotation polarities of the PMS and the lasagna structure. 139 

The IDL procedures to do the data analysis are publicly available at GitHub 140 

(https://github.com/ryuhokataoka/TOOLS).  141 

In general, from the MVA of the fluctuating magnetic field, we can find the minimum 142 

variance plane with the normal vector with its smallest eigenvalue (Sonnerup and Carhill, 1967). 143 

We applied the same MVA method as done by Kataoka et al. (2015), to the shock pileup region, 144 

including the two shocks. We take the shock pileup region as the high-density region until 2400 145 

UT on Nov. 5. The proton density becomes smaller thereafter.  146 
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 147 

 148 

Figure 4. MVA planes (red crosses) and the MVA normal vectors (red diamonds) for DSCOVR 149 

(left) and STEREO-A (right), including the shocks in the shock pileup region. The vertical and 150 

horizontal axes are colatitude and azimuth angles of the IMF, respectively. Blue triangles show 151 

the IMF directions in the trailing lasagna structure.  152 

 153 

As shown in Figure 4, it is found that magnetic field vectors in the shock pileup region 154 

roughly aligned in the MVA planes at both DSCOVR and STEREO-A, i.e., very similar PMS 155 

structures can be found at both DSCOVR and STEREO-A. The north-south inclinations of the 156 

MVA planes are consistent with the northward directing CMEs (partial-halo CME 1 and CME 157 

2), although the east-west inclinations of the MVA planes are not clear, almost flat against the 158 

Sun-Earth line. From the MVA result, we can conclude that a subset of PMS is the shock pileup 159 

region where slower shock was caught up from behind by the faster shock.  160 

The magnetic field directions of the lasagna structure are also shown by blue triangles in 161 

Figure 4. It is clear that the lasagna structure has very different IMF directions from the PMS at 162 

DSCOVR, while at STEREO-A the IMF directions partly follow and then gradually deviate from 163 

the PMS.  164 

The fluctuating magnetic field data can also be separated into positive and negative 165 

helical parts (Terasawa et al., 1986). The advanced version of such a helical decomposition 166 

analysis can be done by the one-dimensional S-transform (Stockwell et al., 1996; 2004), 167 

inputting a one-dimensional complex-valued time series. More specifically, by putting By and 168 

Bz components of DSCOVR (-Br and -Bt components for STEREO-A) in the real and imaginary 169 

parts, respectively, we use the S-transform relative amplitudes of the positive and negative 170 

frequency to see the sense of polarity (Kataoka et al., 2009). Here we roughly assumed the axis 171 

as X direction, considering that both satellites sit approximately in the Toward IMF sector during 172 

the whole interval (Figures 2 and 3).  173 

It is found from Figure 5 that the shock pileup region before 2400 UT on Nov. 5 has the 174 

larger amplitude in the positive frequency than the negative one, while the trailing structure after 175 

24 UT on Nov. 5, including the lasagna structure at DSCOVR, has the amplitude dominantly in 176 

the negative frequency. The amplitude and the extent of the trailing part in the negative 177 

frequency spectra are weaker at STEREO-A than those at DSCOVR, which can also be 178 

interpreted by the idea that the pileup evolution was weaker at STEREO-A location, as seen from 179 

the relatively large distance between shocks 1 and 2, and the remnant lasagna was not fully 180 
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developed yet at STEREO-A position. Toward the next-generation space weather forecasting, we 181 

hope to stimulate MHD modelers to investigate how to reconstruct the trailing lasagna structure 182 

with the reverse polarity of the PMS body, with some variations associated with the evolution 183 

stage of the pile-up PMS.  184 

 185 

 186 

 187 

188 
Figure 5. Helical decomposition analysis by the S-transform. DSCOVR (top) and STEREO-A 189 

(bottom). S-transform amplitude for both positive (left) and negative (right) frequencies are 190 

shown to see the polarity changes.  191 

 192 

4 Summary  193 

We showed an example that the glancing blows of multiple interplanetary shocks can be 194 

geoeffective to cause the main phase of a large magnetic storm on Nov. 4-6, 2023, under the 195 

condition that the low-speed and high-speed shocks arrived together at close timing at 1 AU to 196 

form the PMS, with the help of preconditioning to pave the strong background magnetic field in 197 

advance. Further, based on the helical decomposition analysis, we showed that the lasagna-like 198 

trailing remnant structure had a reverse sense of the IMF polarity with the associated shock-199 

pileup PMS, which prolonged the recovery time of the magnetic storm.  200 
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This study suggests that the shock-pileup PMS and the trailing lasagna-like remnant of 201 

the PMS formation are the origins of the complex SBZ pattern which contributed to the multi-202 

step main phase and multi-step recovery phase of the large magnetic storm, respectively. The 203 

deterministic prediction of such a complex SBZ pattern is therefore not an easy task. Rather, in 204 

future, it would be essential and important to understand the basic properties of the ambient low-205 

frequency IMF turbulence in the solar wind, and to develop the statical and/or probabilistic ways 206 

to predict the complex SBZ pattern as created by the nonlinear shock pileup process.   207 

 208 
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